could be RIGHT or WRONG, only that having once TIME WALKED for thefirst

time, the experience would answer' all my questions.
Exactly like in the book, MEXICO MYSTIQUE, by Frank Waters, published
by Sage Books of Swallow Press Inc.
If the treaties that had been signed and had'.not_«been :buried when . .
they went from the Julian to the Gregorian Calendars, these Indians would
still have reservations and descendants. The conditions of these treaties
can be found ín. the document: THE INDIAN MANIFESTO, written by me and the
Occupancy of Missions in California in 1972.
These treaties were signed prior to when White Spain came into power
by purchasing land base from the Moors in the year 620¿p(lL»9lCregorian) and these treaties are often called: THE VATICAN
TREATIE5 or BISHOP'S LAND.
The Treaty of Guadàlupe Hídelgo could not exclude them and neither
could the United States.
d that on April 21,6232 Julian yegrŕbecçuse
Indians and destroyed them. These Indian were protected by treaties with Spain, signed when the Moors were in power.
Now this should have been the beginning of Frank Waters book: MEXICO
MYSTIQUE. The contents would have been entirely different and not the Garbage
you read in it. I guess the only reason it was written in such a manner was to cover the violations of these treaties by presenting
these
Indians as practicing" Human Sacriface and Drinking.
But this is neither here or there. What we are interested in, is the
rituals that still can be found in books such as the one mentioned
In the wrlttings of Ancient documents and especially of the ones that
were not destroyed, the facts presented are so far out, that one of these
days the rubber band» will be streched to far and break.
But lets go back to VENUS and all that has been written about this
Planet. What everyone has been writting about a 52 year’ cycle, I find the
Codexs make reference to 50 times within the time span of the Winter Count

